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In February, 2013 monitoring of websites concerning placement of information on safety 

of human rights activists of Kazakhstan was carried out. 

 

HUMAN RIHGTS DEFENDERS 

 

Bakhyt Tumenova 

31.01.2013. The district court of Almaty refused satisfaction of the complaint of the head 

"Aman saulyk" Bakhyt Tumenova on a search and property withdrawal carried out by the 

employee of Committee of National Security (KNB) . 

The head of OF "Aman Saulyk" B. Tumenova asked to recognize illegal actions of the 

deputy chief of department of investigative management of KNB department of Almaty 

lieutenant colonel Ruslan Baymakov who was carrying out a search at office of this organization 

of 19.12.2012. As a result of documentation and property withdrawal activity of office of this 

organization is paralyzed though the search had to concern not this organization. The judge of 

Almalinsky district court of Almaty Gulshakhar Chinibekova took out 30.01.2013 the resolution 

on refusal in satisfaction of the complaint of B. Tumenova. The court passed in the closed mode. 

- Today we found out in a court session that employees of DKNB across Almaty carried 

out an order of the colleagues from Mangistausky area — the lawyer of Amansaulyk fund Elena 

Savinova told. — The assignment consisted in the following: to hold operational search events 

within criminal case against Muratbek Ketebayev and to arrest all property, to it belonging. 

- After the first court session the question of return remains to fund of the withdrawn 

property open. The judge will contact DKNB on Mangistausky area to find out, whether they can 

return us now already the arrested property — the lawyer continued. — The matter is that the 

arrested property was transferred to them under the safe receipt. 

- The court refused to us satisfaction of the complaint — lawyer Elena Savinov reported 

after the end of process. — It is recommended to us to address with the complaint to actions of 

employees of DKNB on Mangistausky area. The court simply avoided illegal actions of 

employees of DKNB of Almaty. 

 

Vadim Kuramshin 

13.02.2013. According to arrived information, the power of Uzbekistan removed from 

the plane of the observer from OSCE Isham Hanova which went to Taraz for process monitoring 

over Vadim Kuramshin. Colleagues consider that it was made at the request of Kazakhstan not to 

allow the international observers on process to the human rights activist. 

14.02.2013. The court Taraz confirmed today the decision of local prosecutor's office 

which protested an initial soft sentence to civil activist Vladimir Kuramshin. The decision I 

passed judge Lyazzat Ramazanova. Thus, later sentence on which it is sent to prison for 12 

years, remains without change. 

17.02.2013 Kuramshin addressed to the chairman of KUIS Ministry of Internal Affairs 

RK and the minister of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of RK with the official statement in 

which he asks to leave for further departure of punishment it in a colony Taraz since in case of 

its etapirovaniye in a colony of the northern region, in relation to the objectionable human rights 

activist various persecutions will follow up to murder. 

 



ACTIVISTS OF LABOR UNIONS 

 

Saule Seydakhmetova 

The editor-in-chief of "the Youth Newspaper" and one of organizers of independent labor 

unions in the Zhezkazgan region Berik Zhagiparov, and also the working leader Saule 

Seydakhmetova chosen by labor collective to a trade-union position, nearly didn't become 

persons involved in the criminal case initiated by the management of Kazakhmys corporation. 

So the Department of Internal Affairs Zhezkazgan in the answer to inquiry of edition of 

"the Youth Newspaper" answered that 6.12.2012 the director OF "Zhezkazgantsvetmet" G. S. 

Akhbetov submitted the application that 30.11.2012 "the group of persons tried to pass to the 

Zhezkazgantsvetmet PO administrative complex building, thereby, breaking inside and access 

control ON". By police officers it is refused to the employer initiation of legal proceedings as 

after check it became clear that the crime structure in B. Zhagiparov and S. Seydakhmetova's 

actions at all wasn't. 

Employees of Zhezkazgan concentrating factories No. 1, 2 addressed with the letter to the 

chairman of the board of Kazakhmys corporation to Mr. E. Ogay, having demanded to stop 

prosecution their trade-union leader S. Seydakhmetova. 

To S. Seydakhmetova prosecutors home came and wanted to hand over her caution about 

inadmissibility of violation of the law. 22.01.2013 S. Seydakhmetova urged citizens to come for 

meeting against an arbitrariness of the management of "Kazakhmys". S. Seydakhmetova refused 

to accept caution because there it wasn't clear and accurately written: what measures will be 

accepted to organizers of meeting and who exactly will take these measures. 

Seydakhmetova tells: "In the evening on January 29 to me two prosecutors home came, 

brought me caution that I allegedly act illegally. In paper something was written it seems: "We 

will take necessary measures", and numbers of articles of laws which I will break were still 

listed, having come for meeting. … those handed over it the agenda in prosecutor's office for 

January 30. They told that can put me for a period of a year. But I all the same won't refuse 

meeting. Though I know, on what I go". 

 

Rosa Tuletayeva 

The letter came to edition of a site http://socialismkz.info/ from the activist of the Central 

Committee of RKRP-RPK of Natalia Glagoleva who also is the head of the all-Union movement 

"In Protection of Prisoners of Fighters for a Socialism". In this letter she complains that funds 

raised by her colleagues and activists of movement for Rosa Tuletayeva simply don't reach if are 

sent by mail to the address of her daughter - Aaliya Tuletayeva. 

 

Labor union to "Zhanart" 

The statement of the Central Committee of working labor union to "Zhanart" about the 

fact of registration by the authorities of Kazakhstan of a clone in a counterbalance to our 

association 

By the Ministry of Justice of RK it is refused the state registration of trade-union 

association to "Zhanart" created at constituent conference of 29.11.2010. More than two years 

the labor union received 7 times refusals, consideration of documents every time was tightened 

in defiance of all norms, attempt to protest these actions of officials through court also were vain.  

In November, 2012 labor union documents to "Zhanart" were returned by the Ministry of 

Justice of RK and in December they were again transferred for registration. But a week ago the 

Central Committee of working labor union to "Zhanart" received already final refusal! Refusal 

pretext in registration was that allegedly "The public committee on protection of the rights of 

employees of industrial, budgetary branches, an agrocomplex and a services sector to "Zhanart"" 

26.08.2012 was already registered. And as such name already is in the clone name, that is 

completely repeats ours, to trade-union association is finally refused existence! 



This mythical "The public committee" is registered in the East Kazakhstan region, and 

probably hasty was created by the authorities backdating, just in an interval between delivery of 

a new package of documents in Ministry of Justice in December, 2012. Formation and 

registration of clones, is a favorite and constant method of fight of the government of RK against 

objectionable public associations and opposition in the country. 

 

JOURNALISTS 

 

Ramazan Esergepov 

29.01.2013 in the Kazakhstan press club the press conference of the former publisher and 

the editor of the Alma-Ata Info newspaper Ramazan Esergepov, the chairman of the KIBHR 

council Evgeniy Zhovtis and the lawyer of bureau Gulmira Kuatbekova took place. The recent 

resolution of supervising board of the Supreme Court of RK according to Esergepov's statement 

for contest of actions and inaction of a number of officials because of which it spent in 

imprisonment places excess day over three years was a subject of this meeting with journalists. 

During consideration of the statement of Esergepov in Medeusky district court of Almaty 

(April, 2012) and in two boards of Almaty city court, appeal and cassation (June and August, 

2012) were refused completely.  The supervising board of the Supreme Court solved business a 

little differently:  at first it requested business for additional studying (November, 2012), and 

then considered it at the meeting of 11.01.2013 with participation of the applicant and 

representatives of respondents.  Also I took out the resolution on partial cancellation of decisions 

of inferior courts and partial satisfaction of the statement of Esergepov on illegality of his 

detention from the 5th on the 6th.  

For all last year taken on time with a lawsuit about "one day of Ramazan Esergepov" the 

human rights center of bureau in the person of lawyer G. Kuatbekova carried out legal 

maintenance of this statement, and site edition in the person of the author of these lines regularly 

shined all peripetias of business (see the list of publications at the end of article). And frankly 

speaking, we was counted our publication "The Supreme Court Recognized the Sixth of January 

the Fifth" of 17.01.2013 the last on this subject, so far as the point in business was put by the 

highest judicial authority in the country. 

However when in a week after that meeting of Supreme court board to applicant 

Esergepov sent from Astana the full text of the resolution on his case. 

- For bureau, as well as for the hero of this history R. Esergepov, a question of "excess 

day" there is a principle question: there is a Criminal Executive Code (CEC) and the comment to 

it, there is a resolution of the Constitutional council on questions of calculation of procedural 

terms. There was also a missive of the deputy the public prosecutor to the deputy minister of the 

internal affairs supervising KUIS, and in it direct instructions on illegality of practice of release 

in day, of the same name to day of the beginning of term, in the same place is directly specified 

legality of release in the day previous this day, – E.Zhovtis stated and continued the affirmation:. 

- However the lawyers representing on vessels of all levels on this statement of 

respondent department, including and the State Office of Public Prosecutor, to the last repeated 

any children's babble that the person who was born on January 6, celebrates the birthday of the 

6th, instead of the 5th. And three judicial instances in the decisions agreed that it is correct, and 

only the fourth and final instance – supervising board of the Supreme Court at last resolved this 

simplest contradiction. Here it in the resolution VS this long-awaited explanation in which 

calculation of duration of calendar year from January 1 to December 31 whereas on January 1 

the next year not old year comes to an end is used as an example, and begins new year. 

Human rights activist Zhovtis also noted that the Supreme Court confirmed with the 

decision legality and correctness of requirements of Esergepov, however regarding compensation 

to it moral harm completely refused. In satisfaction of requirements of compensation of moral 

harm Zhovtis qualified refusal as inconsistency and an illogicality, explainable unless 

hypertrophied care of an integrity or the state budget, or (and it is more right) corporate interests 



of the law-enforcement system which part are not only the Ministry of Internal Affairs and 

prosecutor's office, but also courts. 

- Now this case is carried in the highest judicial authority of the country, but only half, – 

G. Kuatbekova stated. – Because of dual character of the resolution of the supervising colleague 

of the Supreme Court, not leaving to us further opportunities to achieve justice within the 

country, we have even more weighty, than there were before, bases for the address to Committee 

on human rights of the UN. This time – concerning compensation for the wrong application of 

the law expressed in the illegal maintenance of the person under guards excess day. 

 

Berik Zhagiparov 

29.01.2013. The editor-in-chief of "the Youth Newspaper" and one of organizers of 

independent labor unions in the Zhezkazgan region Berik Zhagiparov nearly didn't become 

persons involved in the criminal case initiated by the management of Kazakhmys corporation. 

6.12.2012 the director OF "Zhezkazgantsvetmet" G. S. Akhbetov submitted the 

application that 30.11.2012 "the group of persons tried to pass to the Zhezkazgantsvetmet PO 

administrative complex building, thereby, breaking inside and access control ON". By police 

officers it is refused initiation of legal proceedings as the crime structure in B. Zhagiparov's 

actions wasn't. 

05.02.2013 early in the morning employees of "The youth newspaper" arrived on the 

railway station to take away edition circulation from train Almaty-Zhezkazgan conductors. 

— In Zhezkazgan us refuse to print. We found printing house in Almaty. Hot had to meet 

today, it transferred through conductors. But the employees who have arrived behind freight, 

police officers tried to detain. People in the form of began to be interested at them that they here 

do, why came. When I approached, police officers began to escape. We removed them on video 

— Berik Zhagiparov told. 

The editor-in-chief tried to find out from train conductors where the newspaper got to. 

But those only made a helpless gesture and told that know nothing. Circulation — 3 000 copies 

completely disappeared. The damage of edition estimates at 60 000 tenges. 

17.01.2013 the order of the chairman of Committee of information and archives of the 

Ministry of Culture and RK information from "The youth newspaper" withdrew the license that 

it wasn't issued within nearly two years. But the editor-in-chief declared that will challenge this 

decision in court, and continued to issue the newspaper, despite obstacles. 

Due to the circulation loss editorial office employees in police didn't address yet. 

- We can't prove that the newspaper was shipped on the train — B. Zhagiparov speaks. 

— Let's find out in Almaty where it was printed. 

The editor-in-chief of "Youth team" connects circulation disappearance by that 9.02.2013 

in Zhezkazgan meeting is planned. 

- The forthcoming reduction of 3 000 people from "Kazakhmys" was the main subject of 

a hot — B. Zhagiparov speaks. — I think, the police became more active because it is necessary 

meeting. 

09.02.2013 Berik participated in protest meeting at walls of office of Kazakhmys 

corporation. 

10.02.2013.  B. Zhagiparov is detained by police officers without the message of the 

bases for detention and it carry to the Department of Internal Affairs, only told that "all will 

explain in the Department of Internal Affairs".  

In 22:00 h. the same day it continued to hold in the Department of Internal Affairs 

without explanation. Also on the person on duty through passage I declared that Berik will keep 

in "monkey house" all night long, and will carry to court in the morning. Police officers refuse to 

comment of what the public figure is accused. Also the staff of "law-enforcement" bodies refuses 

to provide to the public defender and journalists access to the detainee. 

11.02.2013 in 10:00 h. in administrative court Zhezkazgan will take place trial over Berik 

Zhagiparov. 



To it imputed the 373rd article, часть3 to KOAP ("the organization and participation in 

unauthorized meeting"). In spite of the fact that the prosecutor requested for the public figure of 

6 days, the presiding judge gave 7 days. In "term" Berik include the spent night in the 

Department of Internal Affairs therefore it will be released on February 17 in the evening. 

25.02.2013. "I didn't commit any crime, wasn't the participant of illegal actions. 

Compelled to make such statement a situation, developed round me at present. Now I in Almaty, 

but assume that on arrival to Zhezkazgan me can arrest. 

After an exit of 17.02.2013 from the temporary detention center (TDC) people with 

whom I had to interact closely in the professional activity began to call to me. These people 

reported that to them suggested to stipulate me. One of examples I can bring Ayzhan Makhatova, 

the working leader of Zhezkazgan combined heat and power plant. In due time our newspaper 

wrote about their problems much. It was called by one person, which name it yet doesn't want to 

speak, and told that Ayzhan gave indication polices against me that I took bribes from it. I 

declare that I didn't take any bribes, no financial affairs with it had. Unfortunately, 18.02.2013 

our employee Nurbayev Dauren committed a crime in a time off and at present he is detained 

and Zhezkazgan is in custody in a pre-trial detention center. For information: earlier it was 

repeatedly judged. In the summer of 2012 he was released. As we with it studied together at one 

school, and it within half a year couldn't find work, I took it as the photographer-operator. In the 

newspaper it performed purely technical work and had no relation to publications. According to 

his wife, it promised to release if it gives against me evidences. Police officers persistently were 

interested at it into the account me and tried to find out about date of mine return to Zhezkazgan. 

I think, behind all this there is Kazakhmys Corporation LLP management, which activity we 

criticize. Especially obvious attempts to make provocations against me became more active how 

we began to declare publicly the rights, and to protest against an arbitrariness which is created by 

heads of the copper giant". 

25.02.2013 in the evening the former photographer and the operator zhezkazgan "The 

youth newspaper" Dauren Nurbayev called us by the mobile phone from the SI-16 chamber 

where now is. The man reported that indications against the former chief – B. Zhagiparov 

compel to write him, offering in an exchange freedom. Dauren's short conversation admitted that 

for a lattice I got not without the reasons. 18.02.2013 he made theft. Before it was judged. 

However that occurred after its detention, forced Dauren to look for an exit to journalists. 

- When me brought to police, the deputy chief of the Department of Internal Affairs of 

Zhezkazgan caused to himself and asked: "You will sit or on freedom you want? " I answered 

that, of course, I want on freedom. Then he offered me: "Write paper on the editor and you will 

leave". I told that he to me any more the editor, I left because I didn't accept compensation. Then 

me sent to a pre-trial detention center, and right there started in the Internet, in local newspapers 

information that "The youth newspaper" caught the employee on theft. 

"Sidelets" expressed fears that from the point of view of the law its case will be 

considered now hardly, after all he is necessary to police officers not, and B. Zhagiparov. 

- It is more difficult to close Berik than me — D. Nurbayev argued. — I earlier we judge, 

it is simpler to compromise me. Therefore they started acting through me. 

Dauren assures that to go on theft he was lined by the acquaintance who in sight of 

guards didn't get subsequently. Also doesn't exclude that all this history with theft and 

subsequent "bargaining" was planned in the Department of Internal Affairs. 

- Then I was called by the senior prosecutor of Zhezkazgan — Dauren remembered. — I 

told: "Cooperate with us and you will be released". Article 175 Penal Code RK which to me 

show, allows reconciliation of the parties. I could hope for reconciliation, after all money 

returned the victim. But police officers with victims it seems as agreed that those didn't write a 

counter application while I won't write that they want from me. 

According to Dauren, it was so important to police officer to receive from him 

indications against Berik that they even came home to his wife and persuaded her to affect the 

spouse. 



- I don't know what exactly they want that I wrote, but, I so understood, they need to stop 

existence of the newspaper of Zhagiparov and to deprive of it a reputation — "sidelets" 

concluded. 

 

Tatyana Trubacheva 

06.02.2013 the editor-in-chief suspended by definition of court of the oppositional 

newspaper "Golos respubliki" Tatyana Trubacheva received the prevention of criminal liability 

under the article "Malicious Non-execution of the Judicial Act". 

As they say in the edition press release, yesterday the prosecutor of the Medeusky district 

of Almaty came to Golos respubliki newspaper editorial office. The prevention to Trubacheva is 

connected with issue of the new newspaper "Republic" which started leaving two weeks ago. "... 

Now the prosecutor considered that I am involved in issue of the Ripablik newspaper. It leaves 

with a circulation of 99 copies and doesn't demand the state registration. I in it not the editor. In 

the output data I am registered simply as the main reader. Therefore I refused to accept caution 

of the prosecutor. I don't understand what it has to me the relation? ", - are quoted in 

Trubacheva's press release. In this regard Trubacheva declared that leaves. 

07.02.2013 in the evening by the resolution of specialized interdistrict administrative 

court of Almaty T.Trubacheva is fined on 20 MRP (since 1.01.2013 1MRP=1731 тг. ) . Before 

Trubacheva received the prevention of criminal liability under the article "Malicious Non-

execution of the Judicial Act". 

21.02.2013, 18:15. To be "the main reader" objectionable after all it is impossible for the 

newspaper authorities. To such conclusion judge Moldashev of court of Almaty came, 

considering the appeal in the matter of T.Trubacheva. Consideration of the appeal complaint 

took place 21.02.2013. 

 

Journalists of the Republic newspaper 

Summary group "attendants of the law" flew today on Ripablik newspaper editorial 

office. Prosecutors forbade all journalists working earlier in the "respubliki Golos" newspaper, to 

work in the new edition because it "uniform with mass media "Republic". 

22.02.2013 court of Almaty, having considered the appeal complaint of journalists, I 

confirmed a ban on an exit "uniform with mass media "Republic". The judgment of the first 

instance is left without changes. Thereby the ban on a profession for the whole group of 

journalists is actually imposed. 

 

Oscar Moldashev 

In Bostandyk district court of Almaty preliminary hearings on "Askar Moldashev's 

business" took place. The prosecutor copied the indictment concerning the brother of the director 

of LLP – the publisher of the forbidden "Golos respubliki " newspaper. Now he is accused under 

less heavy article – 259, part 1-1 ("storage of drugs of especially large size without a sales 

objective"). 

The brother of the publisher of the "Golos respubliki" newspaper really long watched, but 

thus investigators didn't interest where took and where A.Moldashev bore the "withdrawn" 

drugs. It became clear during the next court session of 19.02.2013. 

At the next meeting in the matter of A.Moldashev interrogated Zhilkibayev's "former" 

komitetchik and the second investigator Hodzhayev. That is interesting, and remained obscure, 

what body brought criminal case on the brother of the publisher of the "Golos respubliki" 

newspaper. And the majority of witnesses to court again didn't come. 

On the next court session the experts, understood and invastigator Kosetov who has 

initiated proceedings of the brother of the publisher of the "Golos respubliki" newspaper were 

interrogated . Many violations were opened at detention. The investigator stubborn denied 

everything, and it was impossible where to deny, kept silent. 



The employee of KNB who was actively suggesting A.Moldasheva "to knock" on the 

brother, in court declared that with Askar is allegedly not familiar. According to lawyer Inessa 

Kisileva, the consequence had to provide similar option and carry out an identification. But it 

wasn't made it. 

Five years of imprisonment conditionally – such punishment was demanded by the 

prosecutor for A.Moldashev. 28.02.2013 debate took place. 

 

Marat Zhanuzakov 

The court of Almaty considered that the resolution of specialized interdistrict 

administrative court on the editor-in-chief of the Azat newspaper Marat Zhanuzakov correct and 

doesn't demand changes. Judge Pirniyaz made such decision less than in two minutes. 

Let's remind, 17.01.2013 M. Zhanuzakov received by phone the message that urgently 

has to pay a penalty at a rate of 40 MRP (64720 tenges). To administrative responsibility of the 

editor-in-chief attracted for violation of frequency of issue of the Azat newspaper. Besides a 

penalty the judge decided to suspend also mass media release for three months. 

 

Pravda Kazakhstana newspaper 

On February 22, 2013 at 14:42. The penalty in 150 MRP and stay for 3 months of issue 

of the newspaper for frequency violation — such verdict was taken out by Rauza 

Musakozhayeva, the judge of specialized interdistrict administrative court of Almaty concerning 

Communist Party of Kazakhstan who is the owner of the newspaper. 

All trial took place no more than half an hour, on 5 — 6 people the judge didn't let in all a 

small hall wishing to get on process, forbade also a photo and video filming. 

According to the protocol which was received by newspaper editorial office, during the 

period from October 30 to February 19 the newspaper left with week breaks at frequency once a 

week. 

As the first secretary of Communist party of Kazakhstan explained, Gaziz Aldamzharov 

during the specified period only some issues of the newspaper that was connected with the 

financial problems which have appeared in connection with suspension of operations of party 

weren't issued. 

According to the editor-in-chief of "the Truth of Kazakhstan" Sharip Kurakbayev, edition 

notified the ministry of information on frequency change after new year. 

As far as I know, under the law on mass media if the newspaper leaves time in three 

months, there is no frequency violation, we observed this norm. Here the prejudiced relation is 

available — Sharip Kurakbayev considers. 

Representatives of the owner of the newspaper intend to appeal against a judgment in 

higher instance. 

It is known that in April of last year activity of Communist Party of Kazakhstan for the 

second time is suspended by a judgment for 6 months. 

 

PUBLIC FIGURES 

 

Baniamin Fayzulin, Nurlan Ayshimbayev  

In article in the local newspaper "Evening Taldykorgan" in the April, 2012, the Civic 

chamber signed by members, it was written: "Tursynbay Galinov raised electricity prices, and all 

food and services now will rise in price. For electricity price increase — we don't trust". In reply 

the official filed a lawsuit the statement of claim and in the fall of last year carried the case. 

Activists of Civic chamber Baniamin Fayzulin and Nurlan Ayshimbayev consider that 

local authorities want to frighten of similar judgments civil activists and to reduce intensity of 

their activity. 

Members of Civic chamber of of Taldykorgan addressed this week to the public with a 

request to help to collect one million tenges (more than six and a half thousand dollars) to pay 



off with the director of the department of agency of regulation of natural monopolies of Almaty 

area Tursynbayem Galinov, and 13 thousand tenges (about 90 dollars) to cover the legal cost 

assigned to activists. 

 

Oleg Andryushchenko 

On Thursday 21.02.2013 at 9.00 in specialized administrative court Karaganda on 

Zhambyl St., 9 will take place trial of the activist of SDK Oleg Andryushchenko who was 

illegally detained in the train at station of this city. Oleg went from Petropavlovsk with part of 

circulation of the Solidarnost newspaper, it and became the reason of detention and removal 

from the train. 

20.02.2013 when the train Petropavlovsk — Almaty stopped, police officers came into 

the car and started checking documents, having told that to them "signal" about existence in 

structure arrived there is nobody "criminal", and they, thus, reacted. Having reached Oleg, they 

demanded to show personal belongings and bags. After police officers found packs with several 

thousand copies of the newspaper of SDK "Solidarity", circulation was arrested, and it was 

delivered in office of LOVD of station of the city of Karaganda. 

From the very beginning of verification of documents, together with police officers there 

were people in the civilian who directed examination process. Right there was also staff of 

department of domestic policy of akimat of the city. From this it is possible to draw a conclusion 

that the action on detention was not casual, and the planned action of intelligence services. That 

interestingly girl the inspector of this department, introduced the idea that the publisher of the 

newspaper again is the Russian activist of KRI George Epstein who already was made 

responsible for the publication of unregistered production. 

According to Galym Akulbekov, the court in the matter of Oleg Andryushchenko 

removed from the train with part of circulation of the Solidarnos newspaper, is postponed, the 

court returned matter in the Department of Internal Affairs. 

 

LAWYERS 

 

Raziya Nurmasheva, Iskander Alimbayev 

13.02.2013, Geneva. The International Commission of Jurists submitted the legal 

conclusion, rather possible deprivation of the lawyer license of Raziya Nurmasheva and Iskander 

Alimbayev, lawyers of Almaty city Bar. The production raised in the relation of lawyers, raises a 

question of observance of norms and standards of international law, in particular, the 

international obligations of Kazakhstan for protection of a role of lawyers and their right to fair 

judicial proceedings. Besides, the specified production mentions a duty of the state to provide 

opportunity to lawyers to carry out the professional duties in a situation, free from threats, 

obstacles, intimidation or unjustified intervention. 

The legal conclusion is devoted to those to aspects of the proceedings initiated against 

lawyers which MKYu considers as the most problematic in the light of the relevant standards 

and standards of international law. ICJ can't establish the actual circumstances of the this case as 

it would be made by national court. Instead of this ICJ investigated the actual circumstances in 

that look as they are stated by the Court, passed the decision on license deprivation, and also 

lawyers concerning whom the specified decision is passed. On the basis of these data of ICJ 

came to a conclusion that the present put in which lawyers faced threat of deprivation of licenses, 

raises a question of violation of the international standards. Moreover, the this case can have 

effect of intimidation as lawyers can start being eliminated from protection accused on affairs 

which they will consider resonant that can cause new violations of norms of international law 

and the corresponding obligations from Kazakhstan. 

 

RELIGIOUS FIGURES 

 



Penalties for "illegal missionary activity" in Kazakhstan since August, 2012 

01.02.2013 

The international human rights organization Forum 18 with headquarters in Norway 

investigated seven cases of imposing of penalties for "illegal missionary activity" in Kazakhstan 

beginning August, 2012. 

Four "witnesses of Jehovah", two Muslims and one Protestant baptist underwent 

penalties. In most cases the size of a penalty was maximum — hundred monthly settlement 

indicators (MSI) that in 2013 averaged 173 thousand tenges (on the average 1150 dollars) and 

for many citizens of Kazakhstan equals to a salary for some months. 

According to part 3 of article 375 of the code about administrative offenses (KOAP) such 

penalties are imposed for "implementation of missionary activity without registration or a re-

registration". The text of article was significantly expanded and punishments are increased by the 

new legislation on the religion, come into force 25.10.2011. 

 

Dmitry Bukin  

04.12.2012 the judge of specialized interdistrict administrative court Astana Baurzhan 

Akhmetkaliyev recognized the participant of a community "Witnesses of Jehovah" Dmitry Bukin 

guilty of "illegal missionary activity" and imposed on it a penalty in 100 MRP. 

Service in the religious organization "Witnesses of Jehovah". 

According to a judgment, D. Bukin held two-day religious meeting in the leased building. 

According to indications of the employee of department of fight against I.Zhumagulov's 

extremism, at this meeting there were about 200 people who didn't allow it to remove them on 

video. 

D. Bukin appealed against the decision in court of Astana. On January 16 judge Saule 

Aysina upheld the decision though protection insisted that carrying out religious meetings isn't 

"missionary activity". 

 

Tamara Kim 

One more participant of a community "Witnesses of Jehovah", Tamara Kim, accused of 

not allowed missionary activity. It held Sunday service approximately for 10 people 1.07.2012. 

06.08.2012 the judge of a specialized interdistrict economic court Astana Evgeny 

Kurbatov recognized T.Kim innocent. However the prosecutor's office Astana appealed against 

the decision, and 27.08.2012 the city court of Astana cancelled an initial judgment and T.Kim 

sentenced to a penalty in 100 MRP. 

From a verdict follows that 07.08.2012 of ADR in the letter recognized that in the law on 

religion doesn't contain accurate definition of "belief distribution" and "religious rituals and 

ceremonies". However two employees of legal department of ADR, Mukanov and Musalimova 

who also acted as witnesses in the matter of Dmitry Bukin, expressed in court more "objective 

opinion" according to which carrying out religious services and sermons represents "missionary 

activity", writes Forum 18. 

 

Talgat Bilbayev, Ahmet Alseitov, Marat Nurbayev, Nurzhan Aglakov, Nadezhda 

Schaefer, Natalia Lashova, Is given Abykenov, Yury Bronitsky, Feodor Karabeynikov 

28.12.2012 police Astana detained Talgat Bilbayev that that "near the house talked to the 

man about the Bible", participants of a community of Forum 18 human rights organization told. 

According to them, for the same motives "Witnesses of Jehovah" — Ahmet Alseitov and Marat 

Nurbayev on the same day detained two more participants of a community. 

Participants of a community assure that "he simply answered questions of the belief to 

the interested person who lives in the same building". 

One more participant of a community "Witnesses of Jehovah" was detained to Pavlodar. 

21.12.2012 the judge of the Pavlodar specialized economic court Bibigul Alinova found Nurzhan 

Aglakova guilty of "missionary activity" and imposed on it a penalty at a rate of 100 MRP. 



Other participants of a community assure that "he simply answered questions of the 

belief to the interested person who lives in the same building". 

In Aktau found guilty of "illegal missionary activity" and sentenced to a penalty in 100 

MRP two more "witnesses of Jehovah" — Nadezhda Schaefer and Natalia Lashova. 

According to the international human rights organization Forum 18, in Aktau also fined 

for "not allowed missionary activity" two participants of the Muslim movement "Souleymane 

Hilmi Tunakhan".  

21.01.2013 in Aktobe the specialized administrative court fined the baptist Dana 

Abykenova to 50 MRP. According to participants of its community, D. Abykenov punished for 

that that distributed to passersby on the street Christian literature, but he isn't going to pay a 

penalty as "it didn't make anything bad". 

In Taldykorgan — to Yury Bronitskomu and Feodor Karabeynikov — threatens two 

more baptists a penalty for carrying out "not resolved Sunday service". 

 

 

Bauyrzhan Zhanburshin 

18.02.2013 in Aktobe condemned Bauyrzhan Zhanburshina for deliberate excitement of 

international and religious hatred. Charge proved that the man propagandized jihad. Native the 

defendant are sure that to all fault lack of work of imams with believers. 

According to the version of the investigation, from July, 2011 to April, 2012 B. 

Zhanburshin brought together the brothers in faith on rental apartments where carried out 

religious sermons. In total thirteen pupils appear in the indictment. Not it is clear, whether will 

attract someone from them to criminal liability. 

At lessons the defendant propagandized international and religious hatred, called for 

jihad. It is reported that the forbidden literature and disks was withdrawn from it. 

Process over B. Zhanburshin took place in the closed mode. The state charge requested 

for it five years of imprisonment. The press invited only to sentence announcement. The judge 

read only his productive part. 

- To find Bauyrzhan Samalovich's Zhanburshina guilty of the commission of crime, 

provided by part one of article 164 of the Criminal code (excitement of social, race, patrimonial, 

racial or religious hatred) and to appoint to it punishment three years of imprisonment with 

serving in a standard regime penal colony — the judge of city court No. 2 Nurlan Biseni 

rendered a verdict. 

The defendant listened to a sentence quietly, with a wandering smile. Then I declared that 

no claims to told by the judge has. Indignantly the sister B. Zhanburshina shouted after the judge 

only. 

- Everything that here occurs — a complete nonsense! Where imams of mosques look? If 

they worked, people wouldn't seek a religion explanation elsewhere and didn't go to extremist 

currents — is sure Gulnur Zhanburshina. 

It is reported that the 52-year aktyubinets was earlier we judge. Whether there will be it 

or its protection to appeal against sentence, isn't clear yet. 

 

Alexander Pukhov, Alexander Kerker, Roman Pugachev, Aygul Kadirniyazova  

19.02.2013. In Kazakhstan police officers carried out raids at least on eight religious 

meetings, having called it is measures "counteractions to religious extremism and terrorism", 

reports Forum 18. 

In January in Kazakhstan, at least, eight cases of invasion of police officers on peaceful 

religious assemblies of citizens took place, the international human rights organization with 

headquarters in Norway Forum 18 reports.  In many cases police officers proved the actions by 

the anti-terrorist purposes.  

Three pastors baptists were fined for "illegal missionary activity", thus the size of a 

penalty it was maximum — hundred monthly settlement indicators (MSI) that in 2013 averaged 



173 thousand tenges (on the average 1150 dollars) and for many citizens of Kazakhstan equals to 

a salary for some months. 

As Forum 18 became known, in several cases raids headed or initiated local departments 

of police of fight against extremism, separatism and terrorism. 

In the message of February 1 on an official site of the North Kazakhstan regional 

department of police it is said that operations against three communities of baptists were joint 

"preventive actions on fight against manifestations of religious extremism and terrorism" police 

and department of agency on affairs of religion (ADR). 

To Petropavlovsk 20.01.2013 about 10 police officers entered into the building where 

passed Sunday meeting of a community of baptists, removing all events on a video camera, 

despite objections from the present. To Pastor Alexander Pukhov explained that received an 

anonymous call that here unloaded religious literature from the car. Thus only four police 

officers called the names, reports Forum 18. 

Alexander Pukhov accused of violation of Art. 374 of the Code about administrative 

offenses (KOAP) ("The management, participation in activity of not registered religious 

associations, and also financing of their activity"), without having provided it the copy of the 

relevant protocol. 28.01.2013 judge Serikbol Sapargaliyev from Specialized administrative court 

sentenced him to a penalty in hundred MRP. According to representatives of a community, the 

court lasted only 22 minutes. 

According to the head of department of police on fight against extremism, separatism and 

terrorism of the major of the Rope of Amrin, it there was not a raid, and actions in protection of 

the law on religion as "anybody has no right to break the law". He also noted that in its 

department there are areas given about all religious associations, both registered, and 

unregistered, but refused to explain further this information and hanged up. 

Similar stories took place 20.01.2013 at meetings of Baptist communities in two more 

settlements of Northern Kazakhstan – Tayynsha and Kishkenekol. In both cases of pastors of 

communities – Alexander Kerkera and Roman Pugacheva – sentenced under article 374 KOAP 

to a penalty in hundred MRP, and representatives of police insisted that it was not raid, and 

actions "according to the legislation". 

27.01.2013 in the settlement Sarykol of the Kostanay region four police officers under 

the leadership of Erlan Sharipov and the head of department of domestic policy of regional 

akimat Elena Bauer came to the community meeting "Witnesses of Jehovah". All present obliged 

to write applications, three brought to a police station and later released, reports Forum 18. 

On the question Forum 18, whether police officers rushed into the private house if people 

gathered there to watch football, read verses or to drink vodka, the head of Sarykolsky 

department of police the major the Rope Rakhmetzhanov answered that "to watch football, read 

verses or to drink vodka – not illegally" and that they had "a solid data that there said prayers". 

Elena Bauer also told Forum 18 that it was not raid and that the community "is obliged to 

apply in local authorities for permission to religious meetings" as "the law" so orders. 

To raids communities of "Witnesses of Jehovah" in the city of Karazhal of the Karaganda 

region and in the settlement Esil also underwent Akmolinsky area, reports Forum 18. 

In Karazhal 24.01.2013 four police officers, the representative of department of domestic 

policy of local akimat Dosbol Kulumbetov, and also two official understood interrupted the 

meeting of a community which was taking place in the private house, and brought all present to a 

police station. There them obliged to write applications for in what they were engaged at meeting 

then released. 

Dosbol Kulumbetov also told Forum 18 that "it wasn't raid" and that carrying out 

religious meetings requires "the specialized, registered place". 

In Esil 20.01.2013 eight police officers, one of them came to meeting of "Witnesses of 

Jehovah" armed with the machine gun. Police officers waited the ends of meeting then demanded 

all present to write applications, photographed the house and ordered all to disperse silently, told 

Forum 18 representatives of a community. 



There is no information yet, whether will undertake further legal measures against 

representatives of a community. 

20.01.2013 six police officers from whom only two called the names, and the 

representative of prosecutor's office, came to the meeting of a Protestant community of New Life 

church in Satpayev of the Karaganda region. 

Police officers photographed the events on video, having refused to show permission to 

shootings and to raid. In spite of the fact that the pastor of a community of Aygul Kadirniyazov 

showed to police officers the certificate on registration and the room lease contract, police 

officers accused it of carrying out meeting not to the registered address of a community, 

representatives of a community of Forum 18 told. 

Forum 18 also became known of one more raid in Protestant church at the end of 

January. However, because of fear of consequences, representatives of church asked not to 

publish the name and location. 

 

Nadezhda Sheyin, Vyacheslavcherkasov, Peter Zimens 

As the international human rights organization Forum 18 knew, through all Kazakhstan 

in January — February there passed a wave of raids for the purpose of strengthening of control 

of distribution of religious literature. 

In Aktobe this information was confirmed by Nurlan Kaldygozhin from regional 

prosecutor's office. He told that "checks proceed", but refused to give any details, having called 

it is "classified information". 

30.11.2012 in Zhitikar of the Kostanay region fined hundred monthly settlement 

indicators (that made 161 800 tenges, or 1080 US dollars) and compelled to be closed bookstore 

of Nadezhda Sheina. The court found her guilty of illegal distribution of religious literature. 

In the Burabaysky region of Akmolinsky area the department of fight against extremism, 

separatism and terrorism opened case against Vyacheslav Tcherkasov — the representative of 

the unregistered community of baptists from Shchuchinsk. Within several days the police 

stopped Vyacheslav Tcherkasov and one more member of a community of 15 times that those 

distributed to passersby religious books, other representative of a community — Peter Zimens 

speaks. 

 

POLITIC FIGURES 

 

Aynur Kurmanov 

Head of the all-Russian movement "For Human Rights" Lev Ponomarev received the 

answer from the Prosecutor General's Office of Russia on the inquiry where asked to make 

careful investigation of attempt of kidnapping of the Kazakhstan socialist Aynur Kurmanova by 

the staff of intelligence services RK of 15.12.2012 in Moscow. From the answer of the senior 

prosecutor of management of an extradition of Head department of international legal 

management of O. Shchukina: 

"Regarding competence of management of an extradition of Head department of 

international legal cooperation I explain that the Prosecutor General's Office of the Republic of 

Kazakhstan requests for Kurmanov A. delivery for criminal prosecution or execution of a 

conviction of court, and also the petition for his search, detention or arrest in the Prosecutor 

General's Office of the Russian Federation didn't arrive, in this regard the decision on Kurmanov 

A. extradition wasn't accepted". 

 

Aydos Sadykov 

Aydos Sadykov addressed with the complaint in Committee on human rights of the UN. 

The deputy director who has prepared the complaint for development of strategy KIBHR 

Victoria Tyuleneva is sure that recommendations will be taken out in favor of the politician, a 

question only when it will occur: consideration can take some years. 


